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Problematic

Live Adventure is an adventure game where the player controls , going two characters at the same time from classical gameplay 
 ones where controls and behaviors are altered. Those simple gameplay principles involve three main phases to more exotic

problematics : 

Control must be granted to two Actors at the same time. Considering the fact that Unreal Engine only allows for a single 
Actor to receive inputs at a time, this is a problem.

The controlled Actors can change during the game execution. In fact, it won’t be reasonable to implement all of the 
exotic gameplays behaviours on a single Actor.

The control mode can change during the game execution (ex : Free Mode, where the cameraman can move and look 
around freely)

In order to provide those needs, a precise t system has been developed within the project. , this Characters' Managemen Firstly
system allows to receive inputs and to distribute them to both of the controlled Actors. , the reference to the controlled Secondly
Actors can be changed at any time to distribute inputs to a new actor, Allowing to implement exotic gameplays more easily. , Finally
the inputs are distributed depending on the , allowing to change the inputs distribution in order to CurrentCharactersConfiguration
create a new control mode.

Quick Overview

As said, the  is based on the  which are the Characters’ Actors on Characters' System distribution of inputs to different references
.different phases of the game

In this system, a main  exists and is the . It has no physical existence in the CharactersPawn main entity that the player controls
game, and exists mainly to  to the different Controlled Actors.receive and distribute inputs

This  holds two important references : The  and the  Most CharactersPawn CurrentCameramanReference CurrentHeroReference.
of the time, the  is the main , and the  the main CurrentCameramanReference Cameraman Character CurrentHeroReference Hero 

. Character

The  constantly receives the player inputs and sends them to the two controlled references through .CharactersPawn Interfaces Calls
Depending on their implementation, the referenced Actors will receive the inputs and behave accordingly to their gameplay 

.operation

When the controlled Actors need to be changed, due to an interaction or a specific gameplay scene, we can simply change the 
references to the  and / or to the . That way, CurrentCameramanReference CurrentHeroReference a new actor receives the 

.inputs and is now controlled by the Player

Also, , , and thewhen the control mode needs to be changed the new configuration is loaded  inputs are distributed on a 
, accordingly to the loaded configuration.different way

Thanks to all of that, this system is very flexible,  while it allowing for any Actor implementing the right interfaces to be controlled
is referenced on the .CharactersPawn

Here are the main features that are allowed by this system : 



Control of different gameplay elements the player can interact with (ex : When the  uses an , the Cameraman Altar Current
 reference becomes the )CameramanReference Altar

Exotic Gameplay Scenes (ex : When the  is trapped uspide down, the  reference Cameraman CurrentCameramanReference
becomes the )UpsideDownTrap

Changes of inputs distribution

Main Scripting Elements

CharactersPawn

The  is the , the one which is  (working with the Unreal CharactersPawn main player Actor “possessed” at any time in the game
Engine base system for Player Controller). It has , and is  it receives no physical existence mainly used to dispatch inputs to the 

. Controlled Actors

This Pawn to both of , and  depending on holds the references the currently Controlled Actors distributes the inputs he receives
the . He also has two main methods to change the references of the CurrentCharactersConfiguration CurrentCameramanReference
and the .CurrentHeroReference

More secondarily, the  manages some , like the , constantly checking if the CharactersPawn extra features HeroVisibilitySystem
hero character is on screen. This system is for example used to avoid input distribution to the Hero if he’s not visible on screen.

Main Variables :

 :CurrentCameramanReference  The current reference of the Cameraman Actor, to which cameraman related inputs are 
distributed.

 :CurrentHeroReference  The current reference of the Hero Actor, to which hero related inputs are distributed.

 :MainCameramanCharacter  The main Cameraman Character which is controlled most of the time. It is important to keep 
this reference at all time if actions need to be done on the Cameraman even when he’s not controlled.

 :MainHeroCharacter  The main Hero Character which is controlled most of the time. It is important to keep this reference for 
the same reasons.

 :CurrentCharactersConfiguration  The current configuration that is used to distribute inputs to the Actors references.

Main Methods :

 :SetCameramanActor  This method will change the , and check for a previous controlled CurrentCameramanReference
actor on which an unpossess method should be called.



 :SetHeroActor  This method does the same for the .MainHeroCharacter

 :CheckCurrentConfiguration  This method will check which configuration should be currently in use, and call specific 
actions depending on the current configuration (such as notifying the Actors references).

Inputs Graph :

The  distributes inputs through the : This is where , and CharactersPawn  InputsGraphs Inputs actions are received distributed to 
.the Actors depending on the CurrentCharactersConfiguration

Interfaces

In order to be controllable, Actors need to  that are used to receive the inputs distribution from the implement specific interfaces Char
. Those interfaces are the  and the . actersPawn BPI_Camera_CanReceiveInputs BPI_Hero_CanReceiveInputs

Implemented on the Actors we want to make controllable, this interface allows it to and to receive inputs behave accordingly to 
. The implementation being ,  thanks to that interface system.the gameplay needs completely free anything can be done

Main Interface Calls :

Main Inputs Methods : Methods linked to the reception of specific inputs for the Actor (ex : ReceiveHorizontalMovementInp
), , ...ut ReceiveLookAroundInput ReceiveGrapplingHookInput

Configuration Methods : Methods that are able to apply configuration changes on the controlled actor (ex : ReceiveConfigu
, which is used to change the Cameraman looking mode depending on the rationChangedCameraman CurrentCharactersC

).onfiguration

Control Methods : Methods allowing to do specific actions when the Actor becomes controlled or uncontrolled (ex : SetCame
)ramanIsControlled



Controllable Actors

Once an actor implements one of the two previous interfaces, it . It becomes controllable as a Cameraman or Hero Actor can have 
, and . all sorts of self behaviors be controlled by implementing the different Interface Methods

The list of Controllable Actors is , and only depends on the implementation we want to make.potentially infinite

See .Examples of implemented Controllable Actors

CharactersConfiguration

The  is an important part of the  System, because it will CharactersConfiguration Characters’ Management define how the inputs 
 among the two Actors References.are distributed

CAM_MoveMode : Will define if the cameraman can receive movement inputs or not.

CAM_LookMode : Will define how the cameraman lookaround system behaves.

 CAM_AutoFollowMode : Will define if auto follow is on or not.

 HERO_MoveMode : Will define if the hero can receive movement inputs or not.

System Operation

Here is a  :more precise explanation of how the main Characters’ System operates

The  is controlled by the Player and .CharactersPawn receives all of the inputs

Depending on the , the  distributes the inputs to the CurrentCharactersConfiguration CharactersPawn CurrentCameraman
 and the , using the interfaces  and Reference CurrentHeroReference BPI_Camera_CanReceiveInputs BPI_Hero_CanRece

.iveInputs

When the , the  method is called to update theConfiguration is changed CheckCurrentConfiguration  CurrentCharactersC
 value, and  if they need to be.onfiguration notify the currently Controlled Actors

When a  (interaction, gameplay event…), the  (or ) is new actor needs to be controlled SetCameramanActor SetHeroActor
called, , and  changing the current Actors’ reference notifying the previous and new Controlled Actors that a control 

.change has been done
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How to implement a new Controllable Actor

This systems allows for a pretty  when it comes to  : easy and quick process implement a new Controllable Actor

Create the new Actor 

Implement the  interface (or the  interface)BPI_Camera_CanReceiveInputs BPI_Hero_CanReceiveInputs

Develop the Actor’s behavior

When you want your Actor to be controlled,   (or ) method to  call the SetCameramanActor SetHeroActor set the new 
.controlled actor

Congratulations, you now control the Alpaga the Hero is riding ! 

When you want to control back the main Character, call the  (or ) by passing the main SetCameramanActor SetHeroActor
character reference.

Important Notes : 

When a respawn occurs (when the player loses), the Controlled Actors needs to become the main Characters’ 
 - .references be sure to implement that

If you need to  for  within the interface, make an interface call a method that doesn’t already exist you can just add it to 
. BUT, , since interface methods are supposed to be the list of methods this should be avoided as much as possible

thought in order to be as global as possible.

Examples of implemented Controllable Actors

Many Controllable Actors have already been implemented within the game : 

Altars : When the Cameraman interacts with one of the strange Altars scattered around the environment, the CurrentCamera
 becomes the Altar, and the player is able to , manReference control its horizontal and vertical rotation while still being 

.able to control the Hero



Upside Down : When the , a new Actor called becomes Cameraman gets trap in lianas UpsideDownCameraman 
controlled, .moving the camera according to the liana’s swinging

Sliding : When both of the characters ,  are spawned, wrapping up the enters a sliding sequence SlidingCharacters
characters , and the  handles all of the physics and controls during that as if the were inside a vehicle SlidingCharacter
gameplay phase. The  is that the  particularity of that implementation SlidingCharacter implements both of the interfaces
, since both of the characters are able to slide.
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